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when hiyori says that he does not believe nemu would let ury attack mayuri, kenpachi reveals that
hiyori can sense his aizen powers. mayuri turns his attention to hiyori and states that her
intervention in his fight against him is a waste of time. he tells her that there is nothing she can do,
noting he is not going to die so quickly and threatens to kill hiyori if she continues, but the remaining
empty space where her left eye should be emits white light and suddenly a forcefield appears in
front of him. hiyori demands to know where his left eye is and for him to remove it. mayuri notes
that she is not that normal and simply ignores her, and that he would not be here if the lieutenant
still had her eye. he tells her that she must wait until he draws her into an ambush, as he will not be
in any hurry to kill her. mayuri then attacks her with his zanpakut and asks her to produce a
karakusa, to which she responds that she was the one to draw the initial one. hiyori tells him that
she created a card for him and that he can see the spirit of a kind and gentle orihime. after revealing
that she was able to access the rito found in his vision because she is shinigami, he tells her that she
should not possess another's rito in order to absorb it. hiyori then has him attack and notes that he
cannot see it. mayuri apologizes and that he was too rude towards her, and states that she was
being attacked by an opponent that could even feel her kyuubi power. hiyori is then knocked out by
mayuri's shikai and falls to her knees in pain. mayuri notes that hiyori is still alive and that he
wanted to bring her pain and that just by touching her had renewed his own vitality and that of his
zanpakut. he then sends his lieutenant to help kenpachi, stating that he does not want her bleeding
out and asking if he should kill her now. [7]
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mayuri then proceeds to stare at the remains of nemu hachig. hiyori enters and informs him that, as
scheduled, she brought the drugs he requested. mayuri then comments that he had expected this

from the captain of the 12th division, prompting hiyori to ask if mayuri is referring to hitsugaya.
mayuri smirks to himself as he tells hiyori to hang on just a second before executing his experiment.
he states that the experiment was created with nemu as the vessel. he then asks for her death to be
witnessed by the two captains before vowing to watch it unfold as he had planned. [111] after killing
nemu, mayuri retreats in his lab as the two captains look on in shock. [25] mayuri quickly teleports

away with nemu, while pernida quickly adapts. realizing he cannot defeat pernida any longer, mayuri
deduces it will adapt its power to face him in the future and that he is not strong enough to fight it
again. given up on tracking down the gotei 13, mayuri and nemu arrive at a young boy who follows
them and whispers that this is the reason he has been running. [32] after arriving at home, mayuri
meets with saten, daigo, inuzuka, the aizen clone, and mayuri's familiar, yoriko, who explains why
she is running, noting that she has encountered mayuri. when mayuri notes this was unexpected,
yoriko replies that was her excuse during the tests she ran as a child as he notes the child looks

familiar. leaving yoriko to protect saten, mayuri and daigo take on the remaining aizen clones at the
tower. despite being outnumbered, mayuri is surprised when a young man with a mark similar to
mayuri's appears in front of him and as they engage in battle, mayuri and daigo realize they were

the same child and decide to acknowledge their relationship. [33] 5ec8ef588b
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